Data Integrity Subcommittee

Prescription Monitoring Program Roundtable with Data Submitters and Up loaders
Data Integrity Subcommittee

- **Purpose**
  - Identify areas that need to be addressed in the process of data collection and retention to maintain data integrity in state and across state borders.
  - Review the adopted data integrity resolution for updates and unresolved action items.
Roundtable Objectives

- Improve knowledge and understanding
- Communication
- Collaboration
- Cooperation
Implementing Changes

• When legislative changes or changes in reporting requirements occur that impact the pharmacies you report on behalf of, how do you prefer to receive communication from the state PMP?
• In your experience, what works well?
• What does not?
Knowledge and Understanding

- Do the pharmacies you report on behalf of, have basic knowledge on how prescriptions are reported to the PMP?
Compliance Monitoring

- Do you have a process in place to confirm that data is successfully submitted to the PMP?
- Do you have a process to identify when glitches occur and nothing is transmitted/uploaded to the PMP?
Error Correction

- Do you have a process to educate your customers on how to resubmit a prescription which was reported in error and not uploaded?
Error Correction

• Do you have a process in place to correct prescription errors that are inadvertently submitted to the PMP?
• What have you found works well versus, perhaps, what has not worked so well (lessons learned, etc.)?
Error Correction

- If you are submitting prescriptions in a large batch from multiple locations, how do you handle getting prescriptions with errors into the correct pharmacies’ hands?
- With states requiring errors to be fixed within 3 to 7 days, etc., are you able to ensure the pharmacy has the erroneous prescription information in a timely fashion?
Discount Cards

If ASAP added an additional field to capture discount cards or manufacturer coupons in the method of payment field (DSP16), would your pharmacy software be able to account for this and report discount cards into this category, or would there be difficulty in differentiating discount cards from commercial insurance?
Reporting Time

- Do you currently report prescriptions when they are sold (DSP17 = Date Sold), or do you report based on the date the prescription was filled (DSP05 = Date Filled)?

- What would it take to transition your pharmacies’ reporting to submit data at point of sale?
Return To Stock/Voids

- If the pharmacy is reporting based on the date the prescription was filled, how are return to stocks handled?
- Is a void sent to the PMP?
Veterinary Prescriptions

- Is it a challenge to report prescriptions for animals to the various state PMP’s?
- If you could change something about the reporting of animal prescriptions, what would you change
Zero Reporting

- Are there any issues with zero reporting that you would like to discuss?
Vendor Wish List

- Do you have any requests, suggestions, thoughts to a room full of Prescription Monitoring Programs?
Open Forum

• PDMP/Audience Questions